
Two warring spirits are loose on the 
world: Seth, the ancient Egyptian 
god of chaos, and King Ra’Mun, 
a pharaoh sworn to protect 
his people and reunite 
with his long-lost love 
Queen Neferkari. 
When Seth forms 
an unholy alliance 
with a billionaire arms 
dealer, it is up to 
Ra’Mun – with 
the help of a young 
couple, Raymond and 
Marie – to defeat the god of 
chaos once and for all.
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A BATTLE ACROSS TIME
MAGIC AGAINST 
TECHNOLOGY
AND THE QUEST FOR 
ETERNAL LIFE
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Told through four artefacts of enchanting jewellery (featured at the end of each  
chapter), Spirit of the Pharaoh is a story of magic versus technology. A romance across 

time; wealth and power, obsession and possession and the secret of eternal life. The 
most spectacular find of ancient treasure since Tutankhamun will shape 

the destiny of all life on Earth...

CAST

KIRK BLAZER

JADE

ALBIE

RAYMOND

MARIE

LORD PETER WELTON

RA’MUN

NEFERKARI

SETH

Royal Air Force pilot and adventure seeker, 
Kirk Blazer is trying to correct mistakes of his 
past. Unknowingly, he creates an opportunity 
for Lord Welton and Seth, the god of chaos, 

to claim the Earth.

MI6 Covert Operations Specialist, Jade’s 
relationship with Blazer lands her with  

more problems than she needs. Formidable 
and resourceful, she’s the kind of person  

you need in a tight spot.

Magical Baboon, keeper of many secrets and 
Vizier to the Pharaoh.  He has spent the last 
few thousand years on a peaceful vigil waiting 

for the return of Ra’Mun. 

After the tragic death of his parents, 
Raymond seeks to find a purpose in life. A 

mechanical engineer who escapes into music 
by DJ’ing, he will have to grow up fast and 

learn to believe in his power.

A new face in the world of fashion, Marie is 
Raymond’s independent and practical guide. 
She is believed to be the reincarnation of the 

ancient Egyptian queen Neferkari.

Obsessed with immortality and the secrets of 
ancient Egypt, Lord Welton’s weapons  
company funds the expedition to find 

Ra’Mun’s lost tomb and the magic it contains.

Pharaoh and warrior, with the Magical Ankh 
Ra'Mun seeks to locate his lost love, Queen 

Neferkari, and find eternal peace in the  
After-life. But first, he must defeat Seth  

and protect the people of Earth.

Majestic, graceful and powerful, Neferkari 
provides great insight and strength to her 
love, Ra’Mun. Thoughtful and wise, her 

ancient magic protects the people of Earth.

God of chaos, bringer of storms and rage.  
Seth seeks to claim all living souls and  

dominate the Earth, forming an unholy 
alliance with Lord Welton.
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CHAPTER ONE

mayday,
mayday--

-- this is echo-
nine-zero, on

routine maing
exercise --

--sr
--z
--x	

I’ve hit
some ungodly
storm, and at
this rate we’�
be torn apart.

--f�n--I’� have
to try and
take her
down.

intrumentation
is a� over the

place. last visual
fix was--

egypt
1922.
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seth!
stop, before

it’s t�
late!

it’s
already
t� late,
ra’mun.

you
ca�ot protect
the people. the

spe� is
cast.

the
meta-storm is
reshaping your
world into a

landscape fit for
my everlasting

kingdom.

a
dominion
of dark
forces.

ancient egypt,
1480 bce
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never!

no!

-- and egypt’s
protector!

I wi� hold
back seth’s horde
of creatures from
the underworld.

I am
the people’s
defender --

fight on,
my love!

but l�k --
I spared your

monument. a tomb
worthy of a

pharaoh.
that

much I
grant
you.

and you
sha� find no
respite in the
afterlife --

-- only
eternal
torment!
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evil such
as yours is
eternal--

the truth is,
seth, I wi� resist
you in this life and

the next!forever.

I wi�
a� to your
strength,
my love --

ugh...
seth’s power
has increased.

neferkari,
you must get

to safety.

neferkari.
I bes�ch

you!

strip the
impudent flesh

from his
bones!

mu�ified
legions I
ca� on

you! ki�!!

-- and it
must be

contained--

lest a
stray gilded

thought of you
pierce my
resolve.

is there
no other way,
king of my

heart?
none!

-- eterna�y!!

ra’mun...

you dare!
I am a living god...
an i�ortal living

god.
while you,

li
le pharaoh,
are sti� acutely

mortal!
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curse you,
ra’mun, damn

you to --

together --

-- it
ca�ot
sustain
itself --

-- I wi�
save my people,
this Earth, and
imprison you!

our
wi�s are

one.

my
strength
is yours.

the
meta-storm
is cast, true
enough --

-- but
without the

mystical conduit
-- without you,

seth --

what--?
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-- for
eternity!

ur�h.....

o great
isis, wife to

Osiris, mother
to horus, h�d

my ca�!

-- to
contain
Seth --

cha�el through
me the power that
I may create the

means --

-- and
lock away
his evil --
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